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There Are Only Three Ways To Grow Any Business

1. Increase the number of clients

2. Increase the average transaction per customer

3. Get each customer to buy from you more often

Jay Abraham
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Hard to do 

efficiently 

without 

proper Data



There’s a shift happening in the online retail game:

   From unknown strangers 

to ideal customers. 



The main arena will not be 
marketing anymore.

It will be Customer Experience.



Omniconvert Customer Value Optimization Academy, 2021

80% of the interviewed 
executives said that they offer a 
superior experience to their 
customers, but only 8% of their 
customers agreed. 



Most brands (based on aggregated data 
from 1200+ Reveal users) lose 70-85% 
new customers after their first order.

Omniconvert Customer Value Optimization Academy, 2021



In most cases, the share of revenue 
from returning customers is higher 
than first time buyers share of 
revenue. However, few ecommerce 
stores are aware of these.



*Source: Wordstream state of Facebook Advertising, eMarketer and Statista 

Acquiring customers is more 
expensive than ever

Since 2013, Facebook CPC has grown 8 times, 
while retail eCommerce sales worldwide have 
increased by 158% Retail eCommerce Sales worldwide 2013 -2018 (158% growth)

Average Facebook CPC 2013 - 2018 (800% growth)

More customers: Traffic



The regular priority list in eCommerce 

Optimize Google Ads

Website refactoring

New ad campaigns

Improve Customer Lifetime Value114
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Improve Customer Lifetime Value

Website refactoring

New ad campaigns

Other stuff114
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The customer-oriented priority list 
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To do list: 

1. Lower ad spend
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RFM is an acronym for:

RFM Customer Segmentation
RFM segmentation is a method to identify the most important type of customers by grouping them 
according scores to their recency, frequency & monetary values. 
That allows companies to target specific clusters of customers with more relevant for their particular 
behavior – and thus generating higher rates of response, increased loyalty and better customer lifetime 
value.

“How recently did the 
customer purchase?”

“How often do they
purchase?”

“How much do they 
spend?”

ECENCY REQUENCY ONETARYR F M



RFM segmentation
Identify the most important types of customers by grouping them according scores to their 

recency, frequency & monetary values.



Ideal Customer Profile
Find out who are your best customers that sustain your business and bring more like them. 



1 ICP generates margin 
as much as 

376 low-value customers.

It’s not fair smart to treat 
everyone the same.



Lookalike audiences 
Use existing customer data for marketing and retargeting to bring back newly acquired 

customers with High Order Value or attract new audiences that are similar to your Power 
Customers.



Cohort Analysis
Monitor the 2nd time stickiness for new customers  you bring through different paid campaigns 

and check which ones bring loyal customers or just 1 time customers.  



Customer insights 
Improve your marketing efforts by knowing exactly what products your customers love, what 

tone of voice you should use and which are their buying behavior.



To do list: 

2.    Improve the website 
experience for new and returning 
customers
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Improve Product Assortment
Real-time product reports help you identify best and worst-performing items. Use REVEAL 

insights to improve product assortment and design more appealing offers for new and loyal 
customers.



Personalize customer experience
Tag and segment customers based on buying behavior and value. Treat them differently 

throughout their journey.



Pre-delivery NPS
Automated pre and post-purchase NPS surveys help monitor and use your customers' feedback 

for each interaction with your business.



To do list: 

3.    Convince customers to place 
the 2nd order or stay loyal to 
your brand
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Enhanced Email Marketing
Track and reward customers based on their lifetime spend. Identify your most valuable 

customers and convert the ones with high potential into your Power Customers.



Customer Value Optimization
Create advanced and highly personalized email flows and campaigns using our customer 

segmentation.



Convince about-to-lose customers to stay
There are a lot of customers that you can save from abandoning your store and go for another 
competitor. Through personalized emails at the right time, you have a higher chance to bring 

them back. 



Improve Customer Service 
Track the employee performance in one place 



To do list: 

4.    Monitor customer-centric 
KPIs: CLV, Customer Retention, 
NPS



Customer Lifetime Value
Monitor your historical and predictive CLV and optimize it continuously by addressing your 

customer segments in a personalized way. 



Customer Retention
Find out how many of your customer place the 2nd order. 



Net Promoter Score (NPS)
Monitor NPS per brand, category, RFM group to improve Customer Experience. 





Net Promoter Score monitoring 

Ongoing NPS monitoring for each 

RFM group will allow fast and 

prioritised improvements in 

customer experience.

It is useful in determining the 

success rate of recent retention 

tactics per groups.



NPS by product category

Monitoring NPS for each product 

category allows marketers and CX to 

work closely with merchandising 

and acquisition departments so that 

they fix potential issues with various 

product categories.

TEMPUR CLOUD

TEMPUR ORIGINAL

TEMPUR HYBRID

TEMPUR SENSATIONS

Classic Pillows

Ergonomic pillows

Spare pillow covers

Divan beds

Bed frames

Ottoman beds

Adjustable beds

Headboards

Mattress toppers

Support cushions



NPS by country

Ongoing NPS monitoring per each 

category will allow fast and 

prioritised improvements in product 

offerings.

UK

Singapore

Germany

Italy

France

Japan

Korea
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Culture Kings is a streetwear company that was founded  by couple Simon 
and Tahnee Beard in 2008 with an estimated valuation of $400M and 
$20M in annual profit. 
 
The company has 3 online shops and 8 stores in Australia - Sydney, 
Melbourne, the Gold Coast, Brisbane and Perth. 

Look-a-like
ad campaigns +11.1% revenue/userWebsite

Personalization
Monitor CLV & 
RFM segments



Real-time NPS 
treatment +14% NPSMonitor CLV & 

RFM segments

Office Direct is one of the main B2B players in the office supplies verticals 
in Romania and one of the early adopters of Reveal. 

“Reveal is a great tool for the infinite struggle of retaining customers. The 
customer segmentation is extremely well done - it allows us to monitor 
NPS for each customer group and to become aware of the challenges that 
our customers are facing.”

Product 
assortment
optimization



Website
Personalization

Work in Progress...

Monitor CLV & 
RFM segments

Product 
assortment
optimization

Founded in 2015 by the two ex-bankers, Lizza has developed from a pizza 
food truck to a low-carb dough and baking factory. 

With a team of over 40 employees, the company develops and produces in 
its own Lizza production facility in Frankfurt health-promoting premium 
products and sells them via the online, to a base of >250k customers.

Define the
ICP



Delivering undoubtful impact

6 months after the start of our collaboration, we 
reached a 30% uplift of the customer lifetime value

We lost Potential Sales

2 Mil €
Of More Than

30%
We retained

More customers

Cristi Movila, former eCommerce Manager at Otter

before after

See the customer story  here > 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihx9GVizI3s&list=PLW7gNNt1loCncZ-qr_BCi_jFcM8_Wq-Xc&index=8


Oana Andruc 
Onboarding & 

Support 
specialist 

Teodor Rogojina 
Business 

eCommerce 
Analyst 

Book a live product tour Book a live product tour 

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/oana-andruc
https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/teodor-rogojina


Reveal short product walk through

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=118V4d8uiAg


Let’s write the next 

chapter together. 


